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Moon

Moon is Earth's only natural satellite and the only astronomical body other than Earth ever visited
by human beings. The moon is the brightest object in the night sky but gives off no light of its own.
Instead, it reflects light from the sun. Like Earth and the rest of the solar system, the moon is
about 4.6 billion years old.
The moon is much smaller than Earth. The moon's average radius (distance from its center to its
surface) is 1,079.6 miles (1,737.4 kilometers), about 27 percent of the radius of Earth.
The moon is also much less massive than Earth. The moon has a mass (amount of matter) of 8.10
x 1019 tons (7.35 x 1019 metric tons). Its mass in metric tons would be written out as 735 followed
by 17 zeroes. Earth is about 81 times that massive. The moon's density (mass divided by volume)
is about 3.34 grams per cubic centimeter, roughly 60 percent of Earth's density.
Because the moon has less mass than Earth, the force due to gravity at the lunar surface is only
about 1/6 of that on Earth. Thus, a person standing on the moon would feel as if his or her weight
had decreased by 5/6. And if that person dropped a rock, the rock would fall to the surface much
more slowly than the same rock would fall to Earth.
Despite the moon's relatively weak gravitational force, the moon is close enough to Earth to
produce tides in Earth's waters. The average distance from the center of Earth to the center of the
moon is 238,897 miles (384,467 kilometers). That distance is growing -- but extremely slowly. The
moon is moving away from Earth at a speed of about 1 1/2 inches (3.8 centimeters) per year.
The temperature at the lunar equator ranges from extremely low to extremely high -- from about -
280 degrees F (-173 degrees C) at night to +260 degrees F (+127 degrees C) in the daytime. In
some deep craters near the moon's poles, the temperature is always near -400 degrees F (-240
degrees C).
The moon has no life of any kind. Compared with Earth, it has changed little over billions of years.
On the moon, the sky is black -- even during the day -- and the stars are always visible.
A person on Earth looking at the moon with the unaided eye can see light and dark areas on the
lunar surface. The light areas are rugged, cratered highlands known as terrae (TEHR ee). The
word terrae is Latin for lands. The highlands are the original crust of the moon, shattered and
fragmented by the impact of meteoroids, asteroids, and comets. Many craters in the terrae exceed
25 miles (40 kilometers) in diameter. The largest is the South Pole-Aitken Basin, which is 1,550
miles (2,500 kilometers) in diameter.
The dark areas on the moon are known as maria (MAHR ee uh). The word maria is Latin for seas;
its singular is mare (MAHR ee). The term comes from the smoothness of the dark areas and their
resemblance to bodies of water. The maria are cratered landscapes that were partly flooded by
lava when volcanoes erupted. The lava then froze, forming rock. Since that time, meteoroid
impacts have created craters in the maria.
The moon has no substantial atmosphere, but small amounts of certain gases are present above
the lunar surface. People sometimes refer to those gases as the lunar atmosphere. This
"atmosphere" can also be called an exosphere, defined as a tenuous (low-density) zone of
particles surrounding an airless body. Mercury and some asteroids also have an exosphere.

Orbital characteristics
Perigee 363 104 km  (0.002 4 AU)
Apogee 405 696 km  (0.002 7 AU)
Semi-major axis 384 399 km  (0.002
57 AU[1])
Eccentricity 0.054 9[1]
Orbital period 27.321 582 d  (27 d 7 h 43.1 min[1])
Synodic period 29.530 588 d  (29 d 12 h 44.0 min)
Average orbital speed 1.022 km/s
Inclination 5.145° to the ecliptic[1]
(between 18.29° and 28.58° to Earth's equator)
Longitude of ascending node regressing by one
revolution in 18.6 years
Argument of perigee progressing by one
revolution in 8.85 years
Satellite of Earth
Physical characteristics
Mean radius 1 737.10 km  (0.273 Earths)[1]
Equatorial radius 1 738.14 km  (0.273
Earths)
Polar radius 1 735.97 km  (0.273 Earths)
Flattening 0.001 25
Circumference 10 921 km (equatorial)
Surface area 3.793 × 107 km²  (0.074 Earths)
Volume 2.195 8 × 1010 km³  (0.020 Earths)
Mass 7.347 7 × 1022 kg  (0.012 3 Earths[1])
Mean density 3 346.4 kg/m³[1]
Equatorial surface gravity 1.622 m/s² (0.165 4 g)
Escape velocity 2.38 km/s

Sources:  Flickr (top-left), Nasa (top-right), Wikipedia (left).



Guiding questions:
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Flickr photo –
Licensed Creative Commons Attribution, Non-Commercial, Share-Alike



NASA info – No terms of use provided….

Some searching suggests that the material may be in the public domain…



Wikipedia info –
Licensed using GNU Free Documentation License (GFDL), which is roughly
(but not exactly) equivalent to the CC BY-SA license.



CC BY-NC-SA
+

Public domain (?)
+

GFDL

=

A hopeless legal jumble



http://flickr.com/photos/wwworks/440672445/ Woodley Wonderworks CC BY

Where is
the
Global
Learning
Commons?



Our mission is to minimize legal, technical,
and social barriers to sharing and reuse of
educational materials.



Tebndxtby Armel

The world
is changing…





TebxtTebxtMatt Britthttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Internet_map_1024.jpg

The
Internet
is
BIG…



http://mirrors.creativecommons.org/wanna
worktogether/wannaworktogether.mov



Text

What are Open Educational Resources?

Michael Reschke cba

Digitized materials offered
freely and openly for
educators, students and
self-learners to use and re-
use for teaching, learning
and research.*

*UNESCO. 2002. Forum on the impact of Open Courseware for
higher education in developing countries. Final report. Paris:
UNESCO.



available for anyone to use, share, andavailable for anyone to use, share, and
adapt to suit their educational needs.adapt to suit their educational needs.

Michael Reschke cba

Open education
depends on a

high-quality pool
of freely licensed

resources.

OER give
learners access
to a broad array

of knowledge
materials...



http://www.capetowndeclaration.org/



What is different about OER?

Most digital media = “stuff you can see
online for free”

  fair-use and educational
exceptions

OER = “stuff you can adapt and then share
for others to build on”

  license to innovate



Active learner participationActive learner participation
• findingfinding
• evaluatingevaluating
• generating knowledgegenerating knowledge

Skills gained:   Skills gained:   • critical thinkingcritical thinking
                • creativitycreativity
                • communicationcommunication
        • collaborationcollaboration

Open education supportsOpen education supports
skill development throughskill development through

TebnaxtTebnaxtby Susan Wareby Susan Warehttp://www.flickr.com/photos/suswar/2500249119/http://www.flickr.com/photos/suswar/2500249119/



Open education supports equalOpen education supports equal
education opportunity,education opportunity,

regardless ofregardless of
region,region,
income,income,

or level of technology.or level of technology.

http://flickr.com/photos/vernhart/1511413221/ Vern Hart
Ribna
.



OER can be easilyOER can be easily
modified, translated,modified, translated,
and shared,and shared,
so they encourageso they encourage
local production oflocal production of
educational resourceseducational resources

suited to both individual andsuited to both individual and
societal values, language andsocietal values, language and
culture.culture.RibnaRibna.http://flickr.com/photos/ethnocentrics/213657197/ by Ethnocentrics

by Thomas Slyhttp://flickr.com/photos/tomsly/87973199/
RiRi
bb

RibnRibnby nofrillshttp://flickr.com/photos/nofrills/10895361/



                            OER can be
easily modified
and adapted to

different learning
circumstances.

Advanced technology
             is not necessary.

RibnaRibna.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/judybaxter/4462965/.

RibnaRibna. alexanderimagesalexanderimages

Judy BaxterJudy Baxter

RibnaRibna.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/venky7/2157716223/

Venkatesh HariharanVenkatesh Hariharan

http://www.flickr.com/photos/9432444@N05/656500490/.



When IP restricts access,When IP restricts access,
adaptation, and sharing,adaptation, and sharing,

TebaxtTebaxtSimon musicSimon musichttp://flickr.com/photos/fruey/1368008974/

protecting the protecting the 
rightright to education. to education.

OER help OER help openopen doors  doors 



Open education supportsOpen education supports
  •• formal education formal education

  •• informal education informal education
  •• lifelong learning lifelong learning

TebnaxtTebnaxthttp://www.flickr.com/photos/mimax/303567279/ by Max



Mutual Learning & Sharing

Most students begin
their education highly
motivated to learn;

Most teachers are
highly motivated to
share knowledge,
not only with their
students but with
anyone who can
benefit.Lara Ellerhttp://www.flickr.com/photos/99079793@N00/24786113/ Tebndxt



A child educated only at school
is an uneducated child.

- George Santayana

Nothing in education is so astonishing as the
amount of ignorance it accumulates in the

form of inert facts.
- Henry B. Adams





First, a look at the Legal Barriers.

Nancy cbn
http://flickr.com/photos/pugno_muliebriter/1384247192/



CC offers an easy way to
share materials, versus
the murky interpretations
of fair use in copyright
law.

openDemocracy cba
http://flickr.com/photos/opendemocracy/542303769/



©

A spectrum of rights



CC BY ...

Text

• Allows the most freedoms without giving up
  attribution, which is important for credibility in
  education

• Is compatible with every other CC license, allowing
  the most room for innovation via collaboration

b

• Does not encroach on the freedom of potential
  users by enforcing a specified use:
   e.g. CC BY-SA requires you to share alike, even if
   the new work is best suited for another licenseba





But what about Technical Barriers?

http://flickr.com/photos/tantek/85610375/

Tantek Çelik cbn



CC overcomes Technical Barriers

Text

CC Licenses are also clear to search engines

• CC Licenses specify licensing permissions
  on works in metadata (RDFa)

• The metadata are
also available for
other applications,
such as search
engines, Flickr,
and…





There is a significant gap between what
computers “see” and what humans see. This
is one of the fundamental barriers to the
infrastructure of the semantic web, but is also
solvable.

Ben Adida, CC



distributed under a 
<a href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/"> 
Creative Commons License </a> 

A Link without Flavor

Ben Adida, CC



distributed under a 
<a rel="license" href="http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/"> 
Creative Commons License </a> 

A Link with Flavor

Ben Adida, CC



<h2>The Trouble with Bob</h2> 
<h3>Alice</h3> 

Text without Flavor

Ben Adida, CC



<h2 property="dc:title">The Trouble with Bob</h2>
<h3 property="dc:creator">Alice</h3>

•  Why dc:title, why not just title?
•  Which meaning of "title"? Article title, job title, real estate
title?
•   License is a reserved HTML keyword, but title is not.
•  We must "import" this concept from somewhere.

•  The Dublin Core vocabulary:
http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/
concepts including: title, creator, copyright, etc.
•  Note that it doesn’t actually matter which vocabulary is
used, as long as the machine can interpret the intent.

Text with Flavor

Ben Adida, CC





And finally, the Social Barriers to
  Open Education

Judy Baxter cbna
http://flickr.com/photos/judybaxter/501511984/



Text

Social
Barriers

Technical
Unfamiliarity

Workload

Organizational
Pressures

Agency

Cultural

Awareness,
Misconceptions

Standardized
Curricula

Tenure
Standards

n

Developed
World

Developing
World

     Mine
  vs

Commons

vs

Noncommercial
Term

Resources

Teacher
Education

Socioeconomic
Factors

Time
Management

Teacher
Salary

(Bissell and Boyle)



Libraries are not just for reading in, but for
sociable thinking, exploring, exchanging
ideas and falling in love. They were never
silent.

Technology will not change that, for even in
the starchiest heyday of Victorian self-
improvement, libraries were intended to be
meeting places of the mind, recreational
as well as educational.
- Ben Macintyre, "Paradise Is Paper, Vellum, and

Dust." Times Online, December 18, 2004.



[Here is] a set of rules that describe our reactions
to technologies:

1. Anything that is in the world when you're
born is normal and ordinary and is just a natural
part of the way the world works.

2. Anything that's invented between when
you're fifteen and thirty-five is new and exciting
and revolutionary and you can probably get a
career in it.

3. Anything invented after you're thirty-five is
against the natural order of things.

- Douglas Adams. The Salmon of Doubt. 2002.



TebnTebn
axtaxt deserttrumpetdeserttrumpethttp://www.flickr.com/photos/jonandbev-adams/2928628386/



TebnTebn
axtaxt ShivayanamahohmShivayanamahohmhttp://flickr.com/photos/shivayanamahohm/192324475/



TebnTebn
dxtdxt UBC Library GraphicsUBC Library Graphicshttp://flickr.com/photos/ubclibrary/2701350667/

“…part of the pleasure of a library lies in its very existence”.
- Jan Morris



A university is just a group of
buildings gathered around a library.

- Shelby Foote

TebnTebn
dxtdxt hefmercerhefmercerhttp://flickr.com/photos/hefmercer/118523505/



TebnTebn
dxtdxt Kristin BrenemenKristin Brenemen

http://flickr.com/photos/wyldkyss/2757472440/

TebnTebn
xtxt callumscott2callumscott2

http://flickr.com/photos/callumscott2/280532292/

TebndTebnd
xtxt MelilotusMelilotus

http://flickr.com/photos/aldhil/1933995970/in/set-72157606168618325/



TebxtTebxtbettyx1138bettyx1138http://flickr.com/photos/bettyx1138/40956334/



TebdTebd
xtxt Jeffrey BeallJeffrey Beallhttp://flickr.com/photos/denverjeffrey/301014978/



TebxtTebxtMike SansoneMike Sansonehttp://flickr.com/photos/mikesansone/2606565992/



learn.creativecommons.org

Send comments to: ahrash@creativecommons.org


